ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Space-time processing allows the capacity and reliability of data transfer in wireless communication systems to be increased. This is achieved by exploiting spatial diversity using multiple antennas at the receiver. Diversity techniques combine multiple replicas of the same information-bearing signal to improve performance. Maximum ratio combining (MRC) is a classical diversity technique that maximizes the instantaneous signalto-noise ratio (SNR) at the combiner output [1] . It requires knowledge of the channel coefficients at the receiver and is an effective tool to combat the effects of severe multipath fading.
An overloaded wireless communication system has more transmitters than receive antennas. Multiple cochannel users cause severe co-channel interference (CCI). As a result, the demodulation of the signals of interest at the receiver can be challenging.
Signal separation in overloaded receivers was first studied by Grant and Cavers. In [2] , they showed that the extraction of the signals of interest is possible using a complex joint maximum a posteriori algorithm. Talwar et. al. [3, 4] analyzed maximum likelihood approaches for estimating synchronous co-channel signals impinging on an antenna array in non-overloaded receivers. Bayram et. al. [5] extended this to the overloaded case and showed that joint-maximum likelihood (JML) detection is optimal. JML uses an exhaustive search over all possible symbol combinations, making it impractical for most real-world applications. Hicks et. al. [6] proposed a reduced complexity algorithm that approximates the JML detector for receivers with an uniform circular array (UCA). Their spatially reduced search joint detection (SRSJD) algorithm combines a linear spatial pre-filter with a non-linear reduced search algorithm. The pre-filter is a linear beam former which mitigates CCI. Complexity savings are achieved by only searching over high energy symbols in each spatial beam of the pre-filter. The search algorithm is a spatial adaptation of the Viterbi algorithm [7] , known as iterative tail-biting delayed decision feedback sequence estimation (ITB-DDFSE). It uses a search trellis and is thus restricted to certain array geometries. Unfortunately, receivers employing other array geometries, e.g. the uniform linear array (ULA), do not necessarily have trellis oriented channel matrices.
In [8] , we proposed an iterative list-based multiuser detection (MUD) algorithm for use with circular arrays. The algorithm, named parallel symbol detection with reduced complexity interference estimation (PSD-RCIE), uses the preprocessor of [6] and computes lists of most likely symbol estimates. It approximates JML detection much better than SRSJD. The computational complexity of PSD-RCIE is low compared to JML but higher than SRSJD.
In this paper we extend the work of [8] to overloaded receivers with an ULA. Unlike [8] , which uses a linear beam former as a preprocessor and is restricted to circular antenna arrays, our detector employs MRC as a preprocessor. Symbol detection differs from [8] in that we use a list-based parallel interference cancellation scheme for CCI estimation. We name the resulting algorithm parallel symbol detection with parallel inter- ference cancellation (PSD-PIC). Simulations show that it approximates JML with lower complexity and that it provides an excellent complexity-performance trade-off.
In Section 2, the system model is introduced. Section 3 explains the preprocessor. The detection algorithm is described in Section 4 and simulation results are shown in Section 5. Section 6 considers computational complexity. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
SYSTEM MODEL
We assume D co-channel QAM signals impinging on a receiver with an M -element ULA. The receiver is overloaded with overload factor f = D/M , where D > M. The system model is shown in Fig. 1 . At each antenna, the received signal is passed through a filter matched to the transmitted pulse shape. The received M × 1 signal vector x is input to the MRC preprocessor. For simplicity, we restrict consideration to the symbol-synchronous case with no intersymbol interference present in the channel. The signal model is given as
where 
where
spacing of the antenna elements λ wavelength of the carrier frequency m antenna element index, m = 1 . . . M [9] . Note that for simplicity, only azimuth angles are considered. The extension to three dimensions is straightforward. Finally, the quantity z in (1) 
MRC PREPROCESSOR
MRC is a diversity technique where the output is a linear combination of the weighted signal replicas. Hence, the MRC combiner output is written as
where y is the D×1 output vector and W H are the D× M complex optimum weights. When the receiver has perfect channel state information, W = A. Towards this end, we define a D × D matrix H such that
Using (4), the JML receiver can be written aŝ s = arg min [6] with the difference being the definitions of y and H. This is because here we consider an ULA with element spacing in the order of the wavelength λ which makes MRC more suited than a linear beam former at the preprocessing stage. MRC maximizes the SNR at the output by combining multiple signal replicas whereas the linear beam former of [6] places a beam in the direction of each user, thereby mitigating CCI. Both preprocessors focus the signal energy to only a few elements in each row of H. This suggests that reduced complexity algorithms, such as PSD-RCIE [8] , can be used for the detection of the user symbols. We define enumeration sets, U e [d] , that contain the column indices of the high energy symbols in the d-th row of H. The high and low energy user symbols are distinguished by choosing the column indices u ∈ U e [d] of the matrix elements with the highest energy
where ( 
where the numerator is the signal power of the strongest user in the d-th row of H and the denominator is the power of the signals outside the enumeration set U e [d] . If a computed SEIR value is below a predefined threshold, the parameter µ[d] is increased to ensure good performance. Additionally, we must guarantee that
The parameter µ max denotes the maximum number of high energy users and determines the upper bound on computational complexity in subsequent detection stages. Due to the restriction on the size of µ [d] , the SEIR may be below the threshold with no "strong" users in that row.
Using H and U e [d], we construct a D × D sparsity matrix, P which contains zeros and ones in positions corresponding to elements with low energy and high energy in H, respectively. We find the sets of high and low energy symbols, τ [d] and ω [d] , respectively, as [8] 
DETECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the proposed PSD-PIC detection algorithm, shown in Fig. 3 . It takes the MRC output vector y, the matrix H and the sparsity matrix P as inputs. The rows of y, H and P are reordered 1 from largest to smallest SEIR value and stored in y , H and P , respectively. After iterative processing, a list of symbol vectors S = ŝ (1) ,ŝ (2) , . . . ,ŝ (L) is output, whereŝ (l) is the l-th D×1 symbol vector in the list. The iterative detection process is divided into two stages: symbol estimation with parallel interference cancellation of low energy users and list combining.
The detector has D independent parallel detection branches such that the d-th element in y corresponds to the d-th branch. In each iteration and branch, a branch list 
The branch symbol vectors are computed iteratively using the symbol estimators shown in Fig. 3 . Each symbol estimator searches over all possible combinations of high energy symbol sets (1) ,ŝ (2) , . . . ,ŝ (L) . This is stored and fed back to the D detector branches for the next iteration. At the end of the Q-th iteration, the list S is output by the detector as an estimate of the ordered global list of most likely symbol vectors. Typically, Q = 2 or 3 overall iterations are necessary to obtain good results. A decision device selects the first elementŝ (1) ∈ S as the best estimate. Alternatively, the output list S can be used to calculate soft information for subsequent stages such as error control decoders.
Symbol Estimation and PIC
We now consider the symbol estimation stage in the proposed PSD-PIC detector. Overloaded receivers suffer from severe CCI in the received signal, and preprocessors employing linear operations such as MRC and spatial pre-filtering cannot totally cancel it. The amount of CCI increases with the receiver overload factor f . We consider all symbols contained in the low energy symbol sets ω[d] as residual CCI. Symbol detection is based on the idea that if the exact amount of CCI is known to the receiver, it can be removed from the received signal. Therefore, if the CCI from low energy users is removed, the probability of correct detection of the high energy user symbols in subsequent detection stages is high. We employ an iterative parallel interference cancellation algorithm for CCI estimation, as shown in Fig. 4 . The algorithm takes the quantities y , H and P as inputs. . This is done by the D parallel high energy symbol estimators shown in Fig. 4 . Each updated list S br [d] is stored and serves as input to the (d + 1)-th high energy symbol estimator during the (q pic + 1)-th iteration. Note that during the initial iteration, q pic = 1, we choose the global tentative list S as input to all symbol estimators (see Fig. 3 ). Each input list contains L (D × 1) symbol vectors. 2 The lists S br [d] and S are ordered from most to least likely. 3 The list S is initialized with random values chosen from the alphabet A at the beginning of the detection process. We apply the sparsity matrix P to the input lists to find D lists of low energy symbol set estimates
Note that each list often contains one or more identical symbol setsω (1) 
with lowest Euclidean error metric. We define the error metric as 
4 List reduction reduces the complexity of high energy symbol estimation because the estimates of the low energy symbol sets are combined with an exhaustive search over high energy symbols.
h duŝ (5), the symbol sets are estimated using the error metric (10) and iterative parallel interference cancellation. As a result, the symbol vectorŝ that satisfies (5) may not be included in the D branch lists S br [d] . However, by searching and combining the previously estimated symbol sets, we may find improved estimates of s. We therefore employ the list combining algorithm of [8] to find the global list S of the L most likely symbol estimatesŝ (l) ∈ S, l = 1, 2, . . . , L.
List Combining
The list combiner, shown in Fig. 3 , produces the global tentative list S and the corresponding tentative list of error metrics E = e (1) , e (2) , . . . , e (L) . In the q-th overall iteration, q < Q, S is fed back to the D detector branches. If q = Q, S is output by the detector.
We combine the D lists of branch symbol vectors, S br [d] , so as to produce a non-redundant list of (D × 1) branch symbol vectors, S br = ŝ (1) br , ŝ (2) br , . . . , ŝ (K) br . The corresponding list of error metrics is defined by E br = e (1) br , e (2) br , . . . , e 
• Update the tentative list of minimum error metrics, Emin, by finding the l smallest metrics,
where e (i) ∈ E is the i-th tentative metric in E.
• Update the corresponding list of symbol vectors, Smin, by picking the l = 1, 2, . . . , L symbol vectors from S cand and S with minimum error metric e 
u are the symbol values of the branch vector ŝ (k) br ∈ S br with k = 1, 2, . . . , K. Using the list of branch error metrics E br and the stored tentative list of error metrics E, we find the tentative list of L minimum error metrics E min = e (1) min , e
min by searching over
where e (i) ∈ E denotes the i-th element in the tentative list of error metrics from the previous (q − 1)-th iteration for q > 1. For q = 1, we choose E = {∞}. We define the list of L (D × 1) symbol vector estimates corresponding to E min as S min = ŝ (1) min ,ŝ
min . The list elementsŝ
min ∈ S min are found by picking symbol values from the lists S br and S. S min and E min are copied into the tentative lists S and E, respectively, as initial estimates of these quantities in the q-th iteration.
We next find the D lists of non-redundant high en-
[d], . . . , τ
[d] by copying the non-redundant high energy symbol set estimates from the corresponding branch list S br [d] .
We can now describe the iterative list combining algorithm which takes the lists S, E and T [d] as inputs. The algorithm is summarized in Table 1 . It typically requires Q lc = 2 or 3 iterations.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We use simulation to compare the performance of our detection algorithm with JML. D users are assumed to transmit QPSK (4-QAM) signals to a receiver with an M antenna linear array. The antenna elements are spaced at distance B = λ apart. We use a random allocation of the users into D equal size sectors 5 within the array's view angle of θ max = ±60 • . The user signals are equal power symbol synchronous signals with random phase. We further assume that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the user's channels. The detection algorithm is configured to perform Q pic = 3 and Q lc = Q = 2 iterations. We choose a SEIR threshold of 10dB to distinguish the high and low energy user sym- bols. In addition, the maximum number of high energy symbols in each receiver branch is limited to µ max = 3. Performance results are shown as the symbol error rate (SER) of the worst user at different SNRs and sizes of the global estimated symbol list S. The SNR at each receive antenna is defined as the ratio of signal and noise variances, SN R = 10 log 10 σ 2 s /σ 2 z , where σ 2 s is the average received signal power. Simulations were stopped after 50 errors were experienced by a single user. For the second set of simulations we used a receiver with M = 4 antennas and D = 8 and 10 users at various SNR. All other parameters remain the same. Fig. 6 depicts the SER results. For D = 8 users PSD-PIC approximates JML up to SN R = 15dB and 25dB for list sizes L = D and 2D, respectively. For D = 10 users, detection performance is worse than JML. This is due to insufficient list size L and the low number of high energy users considered in each detector branch. Increasing L and/ or µ max can significantly improve performance. This represents a complexity-performance trade off. 
COMPLEXITY
Algorithm complexity depends on several parameters. Among these are the number of users D, the alphabet size |A|, the SEIR threshold, the maximum number of high energy symbols µ max , the number of iterations Q pic , Q lc and Q, and the sizes of the lists S br [d] and S. Since the number of real squaring operations in the Euclidean error metric computation is usually the most hardware intensive operation, we use it to indicate complexity. Table 2 shows the average number of real squaring operations for the simulations in Section 5. Note that the computation of each error metric requires two real squarings. JML requires 2M |A| D real squarings.
It can be seen from Table 2 that our algorithm achieves complexity savings of up to several orders of magnitude over JML detection. It is further evident that JML complexity increases exponentially with D, whereas our list approach essentially has a more linear increase. For only slightly overloaded scenarios, e.g. (M = 4, D = 5) with list size L = D or (M = 5, D = 6) with L = 2D, complexity is slightly worse than JML. This is due to the list size L being unnecessarily large. Clearly, the correct choice of the detection parameters is crucial to achieve complexity savings without sacrificing performance. Close to JML performance is obtained for an M = 5-element ULA with (D = 8, L = D) and (D = 10, L = 2D). In both cases complexity savings between one and two orders of magnitude are achieved. Savings in computational complexity become more significant when the number of receive antennas is large.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a MUD algorithm for overloaded receivers with a linear receive array is presented. It uses MRC as a preprocessing stage and an iterative parallel symbol detector with list feedback of the best candidates in the detection stage. The MRC preprocessor maximizes the instantaneous SNR at the preprocessor output. The detector has D branches, one for each user. In each branch, a symbol estimator computes a branch list of symbol vectors by searching over user symbols with high energy. The low energy symbols account for residual CCI and are estimated using a novel list-based parallel interference cancellation scheme. The branch lists are then searched and combined to find the global list of symbol vectors with minimum Euclidean error metric. This list is fed back to the detection branches to obtain improved estimates. After a sufficient number of iterations, the symbol vector with minimum error metric is output by the detector.
Our detection algorithm is shown to approximate JML detection with reduced complexity. Its parallel processing structure makes it well suited for practical application.
